
20200102-Notes from NP SG Meeting 2 Jan 

Attendance:

Richard Carrow - Chair Parish Council & NP SG

Daniela Dillon-Resident

Tony Garland - Resident

Chris Saint - Resident

Sharon Rendall - Resident


Apologies:

Steve Bungay - Resident

Denis Matthews - Resident 

Belinda Redpath-Resident

Alison Stanton - Resident


Declarations of Interest. None declared.


1.	 Review.  No matters were arising from the last meeting. 

2.	 Policy B3 removal and change of plan end-date.  RC explained the background to the 
proposal, explaining how the policy had been conceived in respect of the Local Plan Review and 
that this had led to ongoing concerns with B&DBC and OH about how best it might be expressed.  
He added that realigning the date with the Local Plan ensured both plans were complementary.  A 
further benefit was that it addressed some concerns raised by Falcon Development (FD) following 
Regulation 14 consultation and their PIP application appeal.  RC noted that AECOM had already 
confirmed that the SA would not be affected.  The SG agreed the proposal and RC described the 
next stages; first it would be put to the BPC as Qualifying Body at its next meeting on 6 Jan, and 
following Regulation 16 a note would be submitted to the Independent Examiner.


3.	 AOB.


a.	 RC mentioned the appeal by FD for their PIP for 7-9 houses on Harts Lane.  There 
was no action on the SG.  SR reinforced the need to focus on landscape and suggested 
that any site visit might be accompanied by a landscape expert.  RC would raise this with 
Cllr John Izett and the planning officer.

b.	 The precise alignment of the hedge/tree line between Site B and Harts Lane was 
discussed.  RC undertook to check with HCC.


4.  	 Next meeting.   The date & time of the next SG was to be confirmed, and would likely fol-
low the end of Regulation 16 consultation on 24 Jan.


